
CONTRACT FITAV SUMMER CAMPS 2018

By subscribing the present form, undersigned _____________________________________resident 

in ________________________________________________________________________, legal 

representative of the underage athlete_____________________________________ , apply to the 

contract proposal of the A.S.D. LEANDRO RECINELLA(here indicated as “Leandro Recinella”) 

with registered office in Roseto degli Abruzzi, C.da Giammartino, 8, concerning the attendance at 

the Fitav Summer Camps (here indicated as “Centre”) to be held at the shooting range T.A.V. 

Umbriaverde in Località S.Arnaldo, Massa Martana (PG).  

1. DATES

1.1. Two training camps at the Umbriaverde Shooting Complex are scheduled in 2018, for a term of 
seven days each: (I) the first training camp will be scheduled from Wednesday August 8th till 

Wednesday August 15th; (II) the second camp will be scheduled from Wednesday August 11th till 

Wednesday August 22nd, 2018.

1.2. The students are allowed to enter both training camps. 

1.3. Adviced arrival time for both training camps will be on Wednesday between 2:00 pm and 4:00 

pm (August 8th for the first camp and August 15th for the second); check out time will be 11:00 am 

on the departure day.  

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRIES

2.1. The training camps at the Centre are restricted to participants (here indicated as “the Students”) 

meeting the following age requirements:  

- Minimum age 12 / maximum age 22.  

2.2. For admission in the Centre participants a membership to Federazione Italiana Tiro a Volo 

(FITAV) is strictly required, foreign shooters can complete the membership procedure paying a 

partial sum including the cost of the membership card.  

3. ENTRY PROCEDURE

 3.1. Subscribing the present contract and related Rules with signature of a parent or legal 

representative of the student (or the student’s signature, in case of adults) are a mandatory pre-

requisite.  

3.2. The contract must be sent in the original via registered mail at the following address: C.da 

Giammartino 8, 64026 Roseto degli Abruzzi (TE), or via E-mail at the following email address: 

fitavsummercamps@gmail.com , within and not later than June 30th 2018 (deadline for entries), 

performing the original copy upon arrival at the Centre.  

3.3. The Entry shall be effective as after the payment on account of the entry fee, as detailed at Art. 

4.  

4. ENTRY FEE

4.1. The entry fee for each training camp (seven days) is EUR 1.290,00. Students wishing to attend 

both camps for an overall stay of two weeks shall be charged the comprehensive fee of EUR 

2.450,00.
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4.2. The entry fee includes: (I) hotel accommodation with full board service, as detailed at art. 6; 

(II) group lessons of clay target shooting conducted by an “A” level ISSF International Coach, n. 1 

“B” level ISSF International coaches FITAV instructors, mental trainer and physical trainer, split 

into 4 parts: technical-tactical part, athletic part, group lessons, mental coaching; (III) sports activity 

with competition and prizes; (IV) recreational activity during time off conducted by qualified staff 

at the centre; (V) FITAV Certificate of Attendance; (VI) shooting rounds required for each student; 

(VII) required amount of cartridges for the whole during of the camp; (VIII) n. 1 participation kit 

composed by: 1 leaflet manual detailing the coaching activity performed during the camp, materials 

for the group lessons; (IX) n. 1 kit composed by: 1 cap and 1 T-shirt of the Centre;(X) free access to 

swimming pool and fitness area located in the Shooting complex resort;(XI) tour to one of the finest 

historical towns of the Umbria region; (XII) basic course of Italian and English language.  

4.3. The entry fee does not include anything not expressly mentioned at art. 4.2; in any case it shall 

not cover: (I) travel of the participants from their relevant home countries to/from the Centre; (II) 

recreational activities different from the ones included in the program, connected with paid services 

available inside or outside the Centre (such activities shall have to be formerly authorized by a 

parent or legal representative of the student, unless he/she is an adult); (III) use of the 

telephone;(IV) subscription of Fitav membership for unlicensed members.  

4.4. Within and not later than 10 (ten) days from the day the contract is received (the postal stamp 

will be used as a reference), the applicant must send a money transfer of EUR 600,00 (six 

hundreds/00)for a week, or EUR 1200,00 (one thousand two hundreds/00)for two weeks. The 

payment must be sent with bank transfer entrusted to: ASD Leandro Recinella IBAN IT 90 B 07086 

77020 000000010035, SWIFT CODE ICRAITRRU60, description of payment: deposit entry Fitav 

Summer Camps. The payment in full of the entry fee, € 690 for one week or € 1250 for two weeks 
must be settled within and not later than June 30th 2018, still with a bank transfer entrusted to:

A.S.D. Leandro Recinella  IBAN IT 90 B 07086 77020 000000010035, SWIFT CODE 

ICRAITRRU60, description of payment: payment in full entry Fitav Summer Camps; commissions 

on bank transfer are a duty of the partecipants. 

4.5. In the case of cancellation of the stay at the Centre announced prior to its beginning due to 

force majeure–thus including among force majeure grounds the minimum number of 30 (thirty) 

entries not met the ASD Leandro Recinella will be committed to refund each applicant the sums 

already paid with the entry, except for any additional fee.  

5. COURSE LEVELS

5.1. The students are grouped in each camp according to their level of shooting: basic – 

intermediate - advanced, as indicated by the same applicants in their application form.  

6. ACCOMMODATION AND OTHER SERVICES

6.1. The Students shall be hosted at ‘Umbriaverde Sporting&Resort’ located in LocalitàS.Arnaldo, 

Massa Martana (PG), a 2 levels complex furnished with 45 rooms. The students will be lodged in 

rooms with 2 or 3 or 4 beds, all furnished with bathroom. All participants will be lodged on a full 

board service basis.  

6.2. The sports activity shall be performed within the ‘TAV Umbriaverde’ sport complex, equipped 

with:  



- n. 7 multi-purpose shooting stands TRAP, DOUBLE TRAP, SKEET and COMPAK-SPORTING;  

- meeting room and conference room for the group coaching sessions;  

- equipped areas for recreational activities planned on site according to the organizing schedule of 

the Centre;  

6.3. An opening Ceremony will be held at the Centre on the arrival day, during which the 

management shall welcome all participants and the staff members in charge of the follow-up 

throughout the camp shall be introduced; a closing ceremony shall likewise be held on the departure 

day, in conjunction with the awards to the students winners of the closing competition and to the 

worthiest students for their participation at the training camp activities. A Certificate of attendance 

shall also be given to each participant. Participation at opening and closing ceremony shall be open 

to parents and legal representatives of the students.  

I undersigned Mr/Ms.______________________________________________ declare to abide the 

contents of the present contract of the ‘FITAV SUMMER CAMPS’ .  

Place and date  _______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

Signature of parent or legal representative or applicant, if major 

I declare, furthermore, to have acknowledged all of the clauses of the Regulations of the FITAV 

Summer Camps for the year 2018 and unconditionally accept; more specifically I declare to have 
acknowledged and subscribed for acceptance, with respect to the It. Law provisions on art. 1341 

and 1342 of the Civic Code, the clauses described at art.2.2 (“For admission in the Centre 

participants a membership to Federazione Italiana Tiro a Volo (FITAV) is strictly required, foreign 

shooters can complete the membership procedure paying a partial sum including the cost of the 

membership card.”) and 3.1 (“Subscribing the present CONTRACT FITAV SUMMER CAMP and 

related Rules with signature of a parent or legal representative of the student (or the student’s 

signature, in case of adults) are a mandatory pre-requisite, download available from the websites: 

www.fitavsummercamps.com ); 1.4 (“ The entry fee, settled according to the option selected by the 

applicant, includes a payment on account and a final payment in full. The entry at the training 

camps can be settled in the following modes: (i) by electronic means, sending copy of the contract 

to the Email: fitavsummercamps@gmail.com o info@fitavsummercamps.com , subject to 

submitting the original documents upon arrival at the Centre ;(II)delivered by post, with registered 

mail to the registered offices of Leandro Recinella at the following address: C.daGiammartino n.8 - 

64026 Roseto degli Abruzzi (TE) - ITALY); 1.5 (“the confirmation of the entry is subject to the 

communication, by the Leandro Recinella, on availability of slots and acknowledged receipt (Email 

or post) of the approval statement, signed by the parents or legal representatives of the students (if 

underage) or by the students them selves ,if adults, of the Contract and relevant Regulations, jointly 

with the paid bill of the payment in account); 1.6 (“Within and not later than 10 (ten) days from the 

entry request, the applicant must send the due amount as payment into account; failing to meet such 

obligation shall be considered an infringement dealt with in the art. 1455 cod. civ. And shall enable 

the Leandro Recinella to terminate the contract with reference to art. 1456 cod. civ.”);1.7 (“The 
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applicants shall be admitted to attend the training camps subject to: 1.7.1 (“the receipt by the 

Leandro Recinella of the payment in full related to the entire entry fee”); 1.7.2 (“the release upon 

arrival by the applicants to the management of the Centre, of: a)copy of their health card; b) 

medical certificate, in original or copy, issued within the calendar year in which the training camps 

are held, certifying the good health and the absence of illnesses or impairments preventing the 

applicant from uncompetitive sports activity; c) health certificate, in original and issued not later 

than a week prior to the release, certifying the absence of contagious diseases and head lices; d) 

medical history, a specific form shall be sent to each applicant by the Leandro Recinella after the 

entry completion, containing queries concerning the diseases affecting each applicant and relevant 

immunization history”);1.8 (“The Leandro Recinella shall be authorized to expel from the Centre 

students whose behavior should not be deemed compatible with the common life standards. 

Expelled candidates shall lose all rights of claiming back any sum already paid); 2.1 (“In the case 

that - prior to the beginning of the camp – significant changes need to be made to Regulations or 

programme, the Leandro Recinella shall immediately give former information by writing to all 

participants. Within 2 (two) days after receiving such communication, each participant shall be 

entitled to use his/her right to withdrawal, with no additional penalty. In this case, the withdrawing 

participant shall be refunded of the sums already paid for the entry, excluding any other form of 

reimbursement”); 2.2 (“In the case the training camp gets canceled before its start due to force 

majeure –thus including among force majeure grounds the minimum number of 30 (thirty) entries 

not met - the participants shall be eligible to be refunded of the sums already paid with the entry, 

excluding any other form of reimbursement”);2.3 (“In the case that, during the camp programme, a 

significant part of the services indicated in the programme cannot be performed, the Leandro 

Recinella shall be committed to offer proper alternative solutions in order to grant the prosecution 

of the camp with no additional fee at the charge of the participants”);2.4 (“In the case a participant 

withdraws from a camp he/she was formerly registered at, the Leandro Recinella shall have right to 

withhold a sum equal to the payment received on account”);  3.1 (“subject to what stated at former 

art. 2, in case of failure to comply to the duties described in the present regulations, the Leandro 

Recinella shall not be responsible to reimburse any sum if such fault was determined by inability to 

perform the service for reasons impossible to blame on the club”); 3.4 (“the Leandro Recinella shall 

not be deemed liable, on any basis, for accidents occurred to things or third parties, deriving from 

actions taken by the student or by third parties accidentally or due to force majeure”); 3.5 (“the 

Leandro Recinella shall not be liable, on any basis, of accidents or damages occurred to parents or 

other guests within the areas of the complex where the camps are being held”); 3.6 (“the Leandro 

Recinella shall not be liable, on any basis, for goods lost or stolen (including money) during the 

training camps, or on the bus during the transfers scheduled by the organizers”); 3.7 (“the students 

can be leaving the Centre exclusively at the presence of the parents or the legal representatives or 

with subjects authorized by the abovementioned bodies in writing, provided that subject can submit 

his/her own ID and copy of the authorizing parent/representative, and the student confirms the 

acquaintanceship of the individual”); 4.1 (“each participant is required to communicate in writing to 

Leandro Recinella any request concerning specific needs (due, for instance, to food allergies, 

coeliac disease, nocturnal enuresis, sleepwalking, particular personal assistance or therapyin health 

centers or first aid units) upon registration. The Leandro Recinella claims the right to satisfy similar 

requests, after checking feasibility and eventually additional costs, which shall, in any case, charged 

to the applicants”);4.2 (Each student is required to bring with his/her valid health card”)5.1 (“Any 

claim referred to the camp programme must be immediately addressed to: the Centre management, 



during the programme schedule; or, with registered mail, to A.S.D. Leandro Recinella -C.da 

Giammartino 8 - 64026 Roseto degli Abruzzi (TE) Italy, within 10 (ten) days from the end of the 

camp. Failing to promptly lodging the complaint shall be judged by the Authority with respect to 

the current law provisions”); 6.1 (“Collection of personal data and related processing shall be 

performed with respect to the provisions of It.d.lgs. 196/2003. Personal data processing might also 

be performed with the use of storage devices also eligible for data management and transmission. 

The Leandro Recinella shall not be authorized to transfer the abovementioned to the Federazione 

Italiana Tiro a Volo and to its member clubs, for commercial purposes and for delivery of 

advertising communications with the use of the electronic mail. As concerns the collected data, at 

any time it will be possible to exercise the rights described at art. 7 del d.lgs. n. 196/2003 sending a 

registered mail to A.S.D. Leandro Recinella– C.da Giammartino, 8 - 64026 Roseto  degli Abruzzi 

(TE) Italy”); 6.2 (“Video footage and photo of the activities and the participants will be taken 

during the camps, for exclusive use of the Leandro Recinella for promotional and advertising 

purposes; it is understood that the abovementioned pictures and videos might be used by the 

Leandro Recinella club for the production of video, web pages and/or leaflets to advertise the camps 

activities for the years to come”);8.2 (“If the student is of minor age, the firearm shall have to be 

stored at the Centre’s armoury by the parent or legal representative, in charge of subscribing the 

form for the temporary assignment (throughout the camp period) in favour of a manager of the 

Centre”); 8.3 (“All firearms shall be kept in the proper storage area inside the Centre and shall be 

released to the student for the sole performance of the teaching routines”); 8.4 (“It is strictly 

forbidden to bring in firearms in the hotel and restaurant areas”); 8.5 (“At the end of the camp the 

firearms shall be given back to the students themselves, in case adults, to the parents or to the legal 

representatives of the students in case underage”); 9.1 (“Any dispute concerning the validity, 

interpretation or application of the programme of each camp, including the present regulations, shall 

be directed to the sole authority of the jurisdiction of Teramo, thus expressly excluding any other 

court eventually competent”).  

Mr / Ms. ________________________________ in his/her capacity of 

________________________ of the underage applicant ___________________________ 

place and date  

____________ 

Signature of 

parent or legal representative or applicant, if major 

_______________________________________ 




